
“With the Flow Trolley, we wanted to create a versatile design 
that could be used in any setting, be it at home, in the workplace 
or in a hotel room. With its grooved trays in embossed metal 
that make for an understated vibrancy, the Flow Trolley adds a 
contemporarily elegant touch to a traditional form while 
bringing simple functionality into everyday life.” 
 
  — Normal Studio

Designed by Normal Studio / 2020

About the designer Normal Studio is a Paris-based design studio, founded in 2006 by Jean-Franois Dingjian and Eloi 
Chafa. In their work, the duo attempts to promote elementary design that goes beyond trends and 
fads to create objects that will have a longstanding lifespan through timeless expressions. Designs 
by Normal Studio are part of the permanent collection of Paris’ Musée des Arts Décoratifs and 
featured in various contemporary art foundations throughout France.

Environment Indoor

Country of Production China

Preassembled No - full assembly is needed.

Description The Flow Trolley brings the concept of functional design into a modern context through its grooved 
trays in embossed metal for a contemporary expression, paired with the flexibility of its wheels that 
allows for it to be moved from one room into the other. Designed in a monochrome look, the Flow 
Trolley adds modern storage to any space in the home, workplace or hospitality setting.

Material Trays and legs in powder coated steel. Wheels in powder coated steel and rubber.

Cleaning & Care It is recommended to clean the Flow Trolley with a damp cloth and if necessary, only use a mild 
solution pH neutral cleaner and wipe dry to remove any residues. To minimize the risk of stains and 
marks, liquid, grease etc. should be removed straight away. If dust gets stuck on the tires of the 
wheels, remove it with a wet cloth.
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Dimensions 2-Layer
Length:
Height:
Width:

57,4 cm / 22.6"
57,2 cm / 22.5"
41,8 cm / 16.5"

3-Layer
Length:
Height:
Width:

57,4 cm / 22.6"
89,7 cm / 35.32"
41,8 cm / 16.5"

Ready-to-ship
Grey
Blue-Grey

Tests, Labels & 
Certifications Safety & Regulations EAC Certificate

Strength, Durability & 
Stability

EN 15372-L2 & -L3 Furniture
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